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Abstract 
Ordinary liquid rocket combustion processes are w v c r  truly stcdy processes. 
They are usually observed as low intensity, random combustion-chamber pre:;surc 
variations. However, a clearly distinguishable, aperiodic form of nonsteadirwss 
is also frequently observed. This form of nonsteadiness is characterized b}. 
discrete, large amplitude waves propagated th:oughout the combustion volunw 
and is classified as popping. Popping and rc sonant combustion, as exhibited 
by annular and cylindrical versions of an 18-in.-diam engine, are found to occur 
for a particular range of propellant temperature and mixture ratio conditions 
used in a boundary (near wall) injection system. 
The correlation of these conditions of temperature and misture ratio is based on 
the argument that the impingement of two streams of equsl dynamic pressure is 
inherently unsteady, and that small variations to either side of unity dynamic- 
pressure ratio can produce relatively large changes in the misture and direction of 
the efflux from the impingement region. Pops are extremely effective in precipita- 
ting sustained combustion resonance unless the combustor is stabilized by control 
devices such as baffles. Reactive streams (hypergolic systems) and nonreactilre 
streams (like-on-like systems) are discussed, as well as a proposrd mechanism for 
producing initial combustion disturbances. 
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Experimental Observations Relating the Inception of Liquid 
Rocket Engine Popping and Resonant Combustion to 
the Stagnation Dynamics of Injection Impingement 
I. Introduction 
Liquid rocket combustion processes are never truly 
steady, and combustion noise is always generated, even 
in smoothly operating engines. Ordinary combustion 
noise, typically observed as low-intensity comlustion- 
chamber pressure variations, is random in character; that 
is, a typical power spectral analysis conducted on a high- 
response chamber pressure mmsurement would reveal no 
predominant frequency of significant amplitude. Under 
these conditions, the time-average of the nonsteadiness 
can be considered to be equivalent to a steady condition 
for practical purposes (in much the same manner as is 
turbulent flow in a pipe). 
Frequently, however, a form of nonsteadiness clearly 
distinguishable from ordinary noise is observed. It, too, 
is aperiodic, but is characterized by randomly occurring, 
large-amplitude, discrete pressure disturbances propa- 
gated as waves throughout the combustion volume. The 
occurrence of this phenomenon, as detected by high- 
response pressure measurements at the chamber bound- 
aries, has been classified as popping. This phenomenon 
is most prominent with hypergolic propellants in corn- 
bustion chambers of relatively large size (greater than 
several inches in diameter), which operate at moderate 
cxnbustion pressures of a few hundred psi. 
Operational engines in which popping has been identi- 
fied or suspected during development include the Titun/ 
Gemini launch engines, the ApoUo service propulsion 
engine, and the Trunstage engine (Refs. 1 and 2). 
Pops are most often identified as disturbances that 
occur during otherwise steady operation; however, sharp 
disturbances that occur during starting transients are also 
often observed for both sea-level and vacuum starts. It 
is not clear whather the start-transient spikes are always 
initiated through the same mechanism that initiates the 
pops, but the result is generally the same-production 
of aperiodic, high-amplitude, steepfronted traveling 
waves. Both of these spontaneously generated distur- 
bances resemble the disturbance created initially by some 
engine-pulsing devices, such as those used in stability 
rating techniques. Indeed, the notion of bombing evi- 
dcntly arose as a consequence of the desire to test a 
given ensice for its susceptibility to transition to resonant 
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(sustained periodic) combustion when exposed to such 
nonlinear waves. In any event, the potential of the spon- 
taneousiy generated waves for precipitating combustion 
resonance is readily acknowledged, and an interest in 
understanding the origin and controlling process s of 
these waves is well justified. 
Various sources of pops have been pxoposed, and h v e  
been demonstrated for individual situations. Reference 2 
outlines a mechanism involving the hydraulic flip phe- 
nomena associated with sharpentry, short-tube-orifice 
configurations. In this type of configuration, a sadden 
change in the orifice flow properties perturbs the com- 
bustion processes as the flow either attaches or separates 
from the orifice bore near its exit. Referexrce 3 suggests 
propellant leaks from a defective injector as a source. 
More recently, evidence of impingment-rehted popping 
sources was observed in experiments on hypergolic 
stream-impingement phenomena (Rds. 4 and 5). Pboto- 
graphs in Refs. 4 and 5 showed the ocburrence of inter- 
mittent violent disruptions of the impingement region 
under certain conditions. Although Wering in detail, all 
of these candidate sources have in common the situation 
wherein a pulse of energy release has oGGurred locally. 
It is not enough, however, that a smal l  initid dis- 
turbance has occurred. Estimrrtes (Ref. 6) based on 
spherical blast-wave theory indicate that a local energy 
release of the order of the total energy available in the 
chamber would be required if observed pops were al- 
ways simply blast waves. In addition, as described below, 
observations indicate that wave strength is maintained (or 
sometimes increased) as the wave traverses the chamber 
-a characteristic that is the converse of the usual 
rapid decay of a blast wave with travel distance. There- 
fore, a more complete explanation of the pop disturbance 
involves combustion enhancement of initially small dis- 
turbances. Reference 6 presents an analysis of this en- 
hancement with the use of a model introduced by 
Zel'dovich, Kogorko, and Shnonov for the initiation of 
spherical detonation waves by blast waves. A principal 
conclusion drawn from the analysis is that spherical 
detoni;rinns might be initiated under reasonable rocket- 
combustion cmnditions with an initial energy release as 
small as 0.1% of the total chemical energy in the chamber. 
Furthermore, evidence that the liquid-rocket-combustion 
environment might support two-phase detonation pro- 
cesses is reported in Ref. 7. 
is exceedingly difficult because the phenomena are supcr- 
imposed on the steady combustion prxesses). However, 
considerable evidence exists that: (1) combustion cn- 
hancement of a relatively small initial disturbance can 
occur within the initial wave transit of reasonably large 
chambers, and (2) a higbi-amplitude wave would be 
manifested as a pop as i: traverses or is reflected from 
the combustor boundaries. 
During resonant-combustion experiments on several 
large ratarch engines at JPL, two of the engines were 
observed to exhibit popping with exceptional persis- 
tence. Early attempts to isolate the cause of this rough 
combustion were not entirely successful, although certain 
operating variables were found to influence its occur- 
rence (Refs. 8-10). Because it was believed that the more 
trivial sources of popping (i.e., anomalies such as leaky 
injectors and unstable streams) were absent in these 
engines, it was eventually suspected that the popping 
was related to impingement processes. Such processes 
have recently been studied in connection with so-called 
stream-separation phenomena (see Ref. 4 and Refs. 
11-13), and have been shown to involve temperature 
and flow variables similar to those apparent in the 
present po2ping observations. When it was also con- 
sidered that certain details of the fluid flow field resulting 
from the Impingement of two free streams are dependent 
upon the relative dynamic pressures of the two streams, 
a correlation was obtained relating the occurrence of 
popping to the propellant temperature and dynamic 
pressure ratio of the boundary-injection scheme (Ref. 14). 
This report presents the above correlation dong with 
a more complete documentatioc of the supporting data 
from the aforementioned JPL experiments, together with 
additional recent results. Data are also presented that 
show details of the transient properties of the pic.ssrirc 
wave associated with typical pop disturbaares. 
All of the results are from fd-scale engine f~.- '64 
therefore, from a fundamental standpoint, the experi- 
ments were of a relatively gross nature. Most of the data 
were obtained as a by-product of firings conducted with 
objectives other than the study of popping; hence, it is 
irot purported that these results represent an exhaustive 
study of the subject. Rather. it is felt that the usefulness , 
of this rsport is to document significant observations ob- 
tained on research engines reasonably representative uf 
cjperational engines that also exhibit popping and reso- 
nance phenomena. These observations provide insight 
into injection-related aspects of the incepiion of non- 
Classical detonative phenomena duri! .g rocket combus- 
tion have rarely been verified experiment.\lly (a task that 
a JPb TECHNICAL REPORT 32- 1479 
steady combustion, and the spontaneous transition from 
steady to resonant ambustion, and should stimulate 
additional research on the fundamentals of stream- 
impingement processes. The results also provide a first- 
cut design criterion to improve the stability of liquid 
rocket engines. 
13.12 
129 
II. &Cline and Experimental Techniques 
A. Engine 
The I&in.-diam engine used in these experiments is 
shcwn schematically in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the engine 
installed in the test stand in preparation for firing. Per- 
tkznt design conditions are hied in Table 1. 
27.70 
120 
1. C g W  configuabjon. Thk assembly comprises 
an uncaoled, heavy-walled combustion chamber/mzzle 
and an injector (designated RC-1). The injector is de- 
signed for N20,-50/50(N2H,/UDMH) to produce a 
n o m i d y  uniform axial mass-flux of 0.31 1bm/s-inn2; 
however, the total flow rate is divided (see Table I) 
between main and boundary -injection systems. Thest: 
two flows are separately manifolded and individually 
controlled by means of tw9 feed systems on the test 
stand. 
The unlike-doublet injector elements are arranged in 
seven concentric rows (see Fig. l), and the mass-flux 
uniformity is achieved by having the flow from each 
concentric row of elements feed proportionately sized 
ann& areas of the chamber cross section. For example, 
at design conditions, the boundary elements furnish 
10% of the total flow to 10% of the chamber area. The 
geometry for both sets of elements (main and boundary) 
is shown in Fig. 1. This geometry satisfies the ;nixing- 
uniformity criterion (Ref. 15) at the design mixture ratios. 
Table 1. Design conditions for 18-in.-diam cylindrical and annular engines using N,0,40/SO(N2HJUDMHl 
Parameter 
~ 
Plow rote, I-/$ 
lnisctor AP, pri 
Iniatbn velocity 
Element dynomk 
pressure ratio, 
(manifold to chamber) 
v, ft/s 
Pd/lPder 
2 ( = Pf Vj /POZ V O J  
Mixturn row, 
mOZ/mf 
Fraction of total flow 
Number of inlectoc 
dements 
Cboroderistie 
length, in. 
T h o ?  oreo, in.8 , 
Engine contraction rotio 
Nozzle expansion ro?io 
fluus?, Ibf 
Chamber pressure, p ia  
Chamber moss flux, 
Ibm/In% 
Boundary 
- 
1 .oo 
1.27 
0.108 
24 
Main 
1.42 
2.1 1 
0.90 
84 
41.3 
127.7 
2 .o 
:.29 or 2.95 
14,50@ or 14,700 
100 
0.31 
Overall 
Oxidiaer 
2.00 
1 .oo 
108 
Roundary 
!06 I :: 
92 I 
-I_ 
1-00 
1.27 
0.1638 
24 
Annulor eondtguration 
86 I 58 -- 
1.42 
2.1 T 
0.837 
48 
1.93 
1 .oo 
72 
38.6 
79.3 
2 .o 
1.46 
9100 
1 00 
0.3 1 
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respective propellant fced lines. The output pulses froni 
each flowmeter were continuously accumulated by a 
counter system, and the accumulated caunt was sampled 
and digitally recorded at intervals of 17 ms. Flows were 
calculated at each time interval (by computer) by the 
use of apprupriate flowmeter calibration factors and 
propellant physical properties tables. Repi-esentative Bow 
rates for each firing were taken as the average flow over 
5 to 10 time intervals dwing the steady portion of the 
tiring. 
3. Chamber prcssure f r d t s .  High-response cham- 
ber pressure measurements were made for all firings. At 
least one water-cooled Photocon (model 352 0.: 307) 
transducer channel (sometimes as many as four) was used 
for each firing. Provisions for these transducers were 
located on the face (one model 307) and on the outer 
chamber wall (three model 35%). The wall-mounted 
Photocons were soft-mounted to reduce mechanical vibra- 
tion effects (Ref. 18). Provisions for an array of Kistler 
model 603A transducers located on the face and w d  were 
.) 
dso available for many of the firings. Again, the wall- 
mounted &der units were soft-mounted (see Ref. 18), 
whereas the face-mounted units were hard-mounted. All 
Kistler units were themially protected by ablative tech- 
niques (see Ref. 18); therefore, their use was restricted to 
nominally 0.5s firings. The locations of all of the high- 
response transducer taps are shown in Fig. 8. Thc outer 
chamber wall can be oriented circumferentially in incre- 
ments of 3 deg relative to the injector reference mark, but 
Fig. 8 shows the chamber positioned with the chamber 
and injector reference marks coincident. 
Data from all high-response transducers were recorded 
on an analog tape recorder (CEC VRzsoo). The tape was 
subsequently played back for data analysis: generafly 
into an oscillograph using paper speeds as high as 163 
in./s. Tape playback speed-reduction factors as high as 
64, combined with the high-speed oscillograph, perrrdtted 
time resolutions as high as 100 +/in. of record. Shock- 
tube response tests of these recording and playback 
methods show an overall rise time capability of about 
INJKTOR REFERENCE W K  
(CHAAN3ER SHOWN WITH 
CHAMBER REFERENCE 
AAARK COINCIDENT WITH 
INJECTOR RERRENCE M4M) 
LINEAR DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES 
ANGULAR DIMENSION Of WALL TAPS 
0 PHOTOCON PW WALLLOCATION 
SHOWN RELATIVE TO CHAMBER 
REFERENCE MARK 
ANGULAR DIMENSION OF FACE TAPS PF FACE LOCATION 
SHOWN RELATIVE TO INJECTOR K:STI.ER KW WALL LOCATION 
KF FACE LOCATION REFERENCE MARK 
Pig. 8. High-response pressure tap locations, 18-in.-diom cylindrical and annular engines 
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(a) SMOOTH FIRING 
(8933) 
FCOMBUSTION NOISE 
TWKAL MAIN ROW 
-100 psk (TYPICAL MEAN VALUE K ) R  
ALL RUNS SHOWN) H 
100 .nt (TYP) 
TYPICAL THERMAL DRIFT OF PHOTOCON TWSDUCER -- 
./' 
i 
THERMAL DRIFT 
OF TRANSDUXR 
(b) ROUGH FIRING 
(8924) 
(c) FIRING WITH 
SPONTANEOUS 
RESONANCE 
(61082) 
INITIATION OF 
SPOMANEOUS 
RESONANCE 
,ENVELOPE OF RESONANT 
PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS 
Fig. 9. fypicul chamber pressure profiles 
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6 p with the Kistler tramducer system and a usable 
frequency response exceeding 80 kHz (see Ref. 18). With 
the Photocon systcw, a masimum rise time of -20 ps and 
a frequency response of 8 to 10 kHz are realized. 
Thus, the transient ixopertics of waves present in the 
combustion chamber could be studied in considerable 
detail. Much less detail is required, however, merely to 
detect the occzitrewe of popping; therefore, relatively few 
of the highly expanded (and very lengthy) records were 
made. Instead, much oi the high-response data were 
displayed with a more moderate time expansion of a b u t  
50 ms/in. of record. This permitted positive identification 
of the presence of pops durkg an entire firing. 
0. Description of Typical Firing 
The typical runs for which popping data were obtained 
were short firings of 0.5- to 2-s duration, as dictated by 
the uncooled engine hardware, instrumentation limita- 
tions, or the major objective of the test. Examples of 
firing profiles of smooth and rough runs are shown in 
Fig. 9a and 9b, respectively, which illustrate Photocon 
records of chamber pressure vs time. The mean chamber 
pressure (and hence: flow rates) achieves what is essen- 
tially a steady state within 200 ms of main-flow ignition 
without significant overshoot, which is the result of the 
flow control exercised by the relatively slow-opening 
main propellant valve. Figure 9c shows an analogous 
profile for a spontaneously resonant firing (no bai’les), in 
which the transition to resonance takes place a b u t  400 
ms after main-flow ignition. 
111. Results 
A. Nature of Pop Disturbance 
Portions of Photocon pressure record.; obtained during 
h e  rough combustion exhibited by the bafled cylin- 
dric,l engine are shown in Fig. 10 (using the PF, PWA, 
and PWB measurements of Pig. 8). The chamber orienta- 
tion for this run places the wall measurements an addi- 
tional 80 deg cw from the face measurement compared to 
that shown in Fig. 8; therefore, the PF and PWB taps 
are nearly in line, althougii separated by 3.95 in. axially. 
Figure 10a illustrates the aperiodic nature of the pops, 
which frequently exceeded 100 psi above the mean 
chamber pressure for the baffled chamber. Figure lob 
shows the damped behavior of thc pressure oscillations 
induced by pop C (using a somewhat vxpanded time 
resolution); it can be seen that the oscillations were 
daniped to nearly the noisc-lcbvc4 amplitude in about 
6 ms. Pops B and A are shown in still greater detail in 
Fig. 1Oc and 10d, respectively. The steep fronted char- 
acteristic, which is typical of the pop disturbance, should 
be noted. The indicated rise time of 15 ps approximates 
the maximum rise-time resolution of the Photocon system; 
hence, the actual rate of change of pressure inay exceed 
that shown by these records. 
Of additional interest is the fact that, for these three 
simultaneously recorded pressure measurements, a con- 
sistent direction of motion for the recurring pops could 
not be deduced, indicating that they originated from 
various locations. For instance, pop A arrived first at the 
PWB transducer (see Fig. lOd), whereas pop B, occurring 
at a later time, arrived first at the PWA position. Further- 
more, the amplitude of (presumably) the same pop varied 
considerably as it was sensed by each transducer. These 
amplitude variations are appbrent for pops A, B, and C, 
but it is difficult to explain them because the spatial 
origin of the pops and the interference effects of the 
bafaes are unknown. 
I. Spatial origin. In an effort to determine the spatial 
origin of the pops, nine unbafid cylindrical engine 
firings, which had been made with various arrays of 
multiple Kistler tramducers, were selected for analysis. 
These runs had undergone spontaneous transitions to 
resonance after a short period (generally 20 to 50 ms) of 
smooth combustion. 
The initial portion of the transition for one of the firings 
is shown in Fig. 11, which illustrates the sudden (hut 
iiot simultaneous) appearance of a large-amplitude dis- 
turbance at the nine Kistler transducers (KW1-KW9) 
and one Photocon transducer (PWB). The chamber refer- 
ence was oriented 281 deg cw from the injector reference; 
for convenience, the resulting position of the wall mea- 
surements (see Fig. 8)  relative to the injector is shown 
schematically in Fig. 12. Approximatel-i three “cycles” 
of a wave traveling back and forth across the chamber 
diameter are shown following the pop in Fig. 11. After 
about 16 cycles or -11 ms (not shown), the transition to 
sustained resonance was complete when a fully developed 
spinning wave persisted for the remainder of the firing 
(as shown for the typical resonaiit run in Fig. 9c). The 
characteristics of the spinning wave for thk engine are 
described in Ref. 9 and will not be repeated here, except 
to state that its waveform at the chamber boundaries 
is essentially the same as that for thc initial disturbance 
shown in Fig. 11; i.e., shock-like. 
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(a) '.OW TIME RESOLUTION RECORD SHOW'VC RANDOM POPS (. ) HIGH TIME RESOLUTION RECORD SHOWING FRONTAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF POP "6" 
\ 
\ 
PWA \ 1m.it 
PWB 
APPROX 1-23 S 
FROM 
tw-0.01 s IGNITION+ 
TIME BASE 
+TIME 
(b) MEDIUM TIME RESOLUTION RECORD SHOWING DAMPING EFFECT OF BAFFLES 
ON FOP "C" 
I 
li i 
PWA 
i 
ddww 
TIME BASE - TIME 
PF 
r 5 4  wi I 
PWB 
l ~ r s r  
I L  
TIME BASE 
-1 IME 
(d) HIGH TIME RESOLUTION RECORD SHOWING FRONTAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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Fig. 10. %ssure vs time records of rough combustion, 18-in~diam cylindrical engine with baffles, run 922 
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Fig. 11. Dressure distribution along chamber axis vs lime for , 
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rPOPORIGIN (FROM PIG. 13, R U N  1089) 
unknown quantities. We write the equation far the vari- 
ance e of the psition es 
I -= /- A 
- 
- s  & = t - -  
C 
Fig. 12. Position of wall measurements reloiive 
to injector (see Fig. 11) 
These data serve to illustrate the typical tramition to 
resonance from a pop for this engine, and also the sim- 
ilarity of this type of transition to that of a bombinduced 
m i t i o n .  (See Ref. 5 for a further discussion of the 
transition to the spinning mode of resonance.) 
The method of analysis that was devised for inferring 
the location of pop origins from measurements such as 
these was based on the assumption that the pop origi- 
nates from a particular point in space and time, and that 
the pressure wave from the disturbance expands spher- 
ically at a constant velocity. The following derivation 
from an analysis by Kushida is taken from Ref. 19: 
The time of origin of thc disturbance is denoted by t., 
the position by r, y, + md the velocity by c. The posi- 
tion of the ith transducer is given by x,, y,, z and the time 
of arrival of the pressure wave by t , ,  where the subscript i 
identifies the transducer. We can write an expression equat- 
ing the distance between the SOUTL'~ and a trarlsducer Sc 
to the distance traveled by the pressure pulse c( t ,  - to) 
in the time between initiation and detection. One such 
equation can be written for each transducer. In the 18-in.- 
diameter engine, there are generally nine transducers 
operatlug simultaneously; hence, there are nine equations. 
There will be more cquatiotis than unknowns (c, to, xo, 
va, a), so w'e shall try to obtain h e  best fit values for the 
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Trial values for the position of the distur4ance (% Y% 
a) are assumed. By Merentiating e with respectto c and 
b, while holding position constant, and setting the re- 
sult equal to zero (i.e.. the necessary condition for i. min- 
imum), we can derivt the following expressions: 
(3) 
G - FS 
e =  - - tr - t' 
and 
(4) 
where we have defined the mean values 
and N is set equal to the number of data points. 
Note that the times t. and t i  are measured from a com- 
mon, although arbitrary, zero in time. Using Eqs. (e), 
(S), (4), and then ( I ) ,  the variance e c8n Be calculated. 
Thc assumed h t i o n  of the origin is shifted systemati- 
cally through the vohune of the mbust ion chamber until 
the position of minimum e is found. This position is taken 
as the origin of the disturbance. 
The credibility of this analysis was verified by applying; 
it to several engine firings during which a small  high- 
explosive bomb (13.5-gr charge) of known location was 
exploded. The results of this test of the analysis are given 
in Ref. 19, where it is shown that angular positions 
wirhir 3 deg aod radial positions generally within 1 in. 
of the actual bomb centerline positions were calculated. 
These errors ,are within the volume displaced by the 
unexploded bomb. Somewhat less accuracy was achieved 
for &e axial position, for which positions from 0.5 to 5.3 
in. downstream of the actual location were calculated. 
It is felt that the latter variability is due to the assump 
tions of constant wave velocity and sphericity of the 
expanding wave. Thus, it is concluded that the c d d a -  
tion procedure can give reasonably accurate angular and 
17 
radial coordinates of an initial disturbancc-, but relatively 
poor axial-position information. 
- 
R W  
Data 
1 1089 
2 1090 
3 1093 
4 1095 
5 1096 
6 1097 
I 1 ow 
8 1101 
- 1103' 
2 
\Vlitw this prwdure was applied to the nine mils 
selected for pop !wition analysis, the results shown in 
Fig. 13 and Table 2 (adapted from Ref. 19) were obtained. 
The pressure records for run 1103 did not show a defin- 
itive initial disturbnncc, but rather a relatively slow 
growth of pressure oscillations over inany cycles com- 
niencing during the starting flow transient; therefore, 
it was concluded that no pop had occurred, and that the 
transition to resonance \\?as caused by some other non- 
steady conibustion condition associated nith the start. 
All of the other eight runs exhibited the pop type of 
transition after the start transient. Moreover, the cdcu- 
lated pop origins for sis of these runs occurred in the 
region of the chainber boundary. The pops from runs 
1OS9 and 1090 appeared to originate downstream of the 
same bounbv element, but the locations shown for 
the other runs indicate that the origins were not generally 
associiated with a particular element. 
It was thus concluded that, for this engine, pops are 
initiated through some random process associated with 
the boundary flow injection scheme, and this conclusion 
Fig. 13. Locations of pop origins for several runs 
of unbaff led cylindrical engine 
is substantiated by thca absencv of a pop \vhen no 
boundary flow was used for run 1103. This absencv of 
pops for thtt main-flo\v-only operating condition \vi11 be 
further canfirmed later. 
table 2. Calculated coordinates of pop origins 
relative to injector face 
40 
38 
115 
1 57 
1 50 
169 
22 
327 
Rodiol, 
in. 
9.0 
9.0 
5.0 
9.0 
9.0 
8.5 
7.5 
9.0 
Indeterminote 
alndicotes doto points in Fig. 13. 
bclockwise from iniector reference mork. 
W o  boundary flow. I 
axioi, 
in. 
4.3 
9.1 
14.5 
9.5 
11.0 
7.5 
11.0 
3.0 
-- 
2. Transient beht;ior. By use of this insight into the 
spatial position of the p p  source and the results of an 
analysis by Kovib (see Ref. e), the pressure records 
shown in Fig. 11 can now be examined in more detail. 
Seing concerned only with the propagating wave front 
(assumzd to be spherically expanding, as before, and 
unimpeded by baffles), Kovitz considered that any small 
segment of the front could be treated as planar. With 
the further assumption that the advancing front is a 
Chapman-Iouguet detonation (already developed in the 
transit time from the origin), the gas properties asso- 
ciated with such a front were calculated for a set of 
combustion-chamber conditions believed to be realistic 
within the first half of the chamhr length for this engine. 
These conditions are listed in Table 3. Tho detoiiaticn 
was taken to Le entirely gas-phase (i.e., not two-phase 
with drops), although the estimated liquid mass *.vas 
taken into accoiint in the energy released to the front. In 
this manner. a Mach number of 1.77 and a pressure ratio 
of 2.17 werz calculated for the advancing front. if the 
velocity of the undisturbed gas ahead of the front is 
assumed to be zero relative to the direction of front 
propagation, this hfwh number corresponds to a front- 
propagation velocity of 7140 ft/s across the chamber. 
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Pammerer 
Overol mixture ratio 
Heat of redion, coI/g of reactant 
Liquid ma* fraction" 
Rotio of s e i  heah 
Chc iber gor molecular weigh# 
Chomber gas temperature, "R 
Chamber gos pressure, psi0 
Calculated omstic velodty, rt/s 
QuanUty 
I .In first 8 in. of chornber length. 
2.0 
1200 
0.50 
1.2 
20.4 
5580 
108 
4030 
Because it \vas reasoned that some of the wall-mounted 
transducers might sense the refkction of the front from 
the wall, the properties of the above wave after a reflec- 
tion normal to the wall were also calculated by Kovitz. 
These properties were calculated for two conditioils: 
(1) assuming no temperature gradient near the wvall and 
(2) assuming a relatively cool layer of gas (compared to 
the combustion gas field) near the \ v d .  
For the case of uniform gas temperature, the predicted 
reflectcd overall pressure ratio was 3.6'7. For the case of 
a cool gas layer, a significant amplification effect was 
noted that depended upon the temperature ratio of the 
hot and cold gases and upon whether or not cheniical 
heat release takes place in the cold gas. With a tempera- 
ture ratio of Ei:l (realistic for the measured wall tem- 
peratures of 200 to 300°F near the injector), the overall I 
reflected pressure ratio was calculated as 3.8 and 6.7, ! 
with and without heat release, respectively. 
A camparison of these analytical results with some of 
the esperimenral weasurements shown for run 1089 in 
Fig. 13 is illustrated in Fig. 14 and Table 4. If it is 
recalled from the results of the bomb tests that the cal- 
culated axial position is generally too far downstream, it 
can be assumed that the axial position of the pop origin 
for this run is actually between the 4.3-in. position cal- 
culated (from the pop source analysis, Fig. 13 and 
Table 2) and the injector face. Therefore, the axial posi- 
tion of the pop can be assumed to be near the chamber 
stations of the KW1, KW2, KW7, KW8, and KW9 trans- 
ducers. If the cros+sectimal volcme of the chamber 
encompassed between the face and the 2.7-in. station of 
the KW2, KW7, and KW9 transducers is considered to 
be one-diinensional in the transvcrse direction, then 
Fig. l i  illustrates the expanding wave at three positions 
as it traverses this volume from its origin. 
, 
As the front intersects the KILT, KW8, and K W 9  
transducers, these transducers s e n s ~  the properties of the 
advancing front in much the same way as does a side- 
wall-mounted transducer in a shock tube. However, trans- 
ducers KW1 and K'IV2 sense the reflection of the wave 
as for a shock-tube end-\vall measurement. Hence, the 
pressure ratio sensed at the fomier locations should be 
compared to the Calculated ratio for the advancing front, 
Table 4. Measured and calculated wave properties 
(run 1089) 
3170 71 40 
2.1 7 7140 
2.89 , I 7140 i 
K W 7  
KW9 
KW8 
3.67 to 4.33 KW2 I KW1 I 8.93 ) 1 6JOb I 3 3 0  7 I 
.From POP sourcc locotion armlysir. I "Owending on orsumption of energy reieosa. 
INJECTOR REFERE 
\-/ 
Fig. 14. Schematic of measured and calculated 
wave properties (run 1089) 
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whereas that sensed at the latter locations sirodd be 
cmnprcd to the calculated ratios for reflections. 
Fro~n Table 1, it can be seen that the calculated pres- 
sure ratios compare fa\-orahly with the resptTtive mea- 
s u r d  values. However, the trailxlucvrs loczrted nearer to 
the face ( K W l  and KW8) indicate a higher wave strength 
thiui that 0,' the transdircers located farther downstream 
(I(\Vi, nV7, and KW9). This is believed to indicate a 
complex ii&wtion between the wave and the large 
combustion qradient (axial direction), which was not 
considered in the simplified analysis. 
A very large difEerence between calculated ;and indi- 
cated velocity is apparent; however, the indicated \?e- 
locity is taken froin the results of the pop sowce analysis, 
which gives only an overall average velocity c for the 
entire pop disturbance. The source location analysis ?us 
already been shown to be weak for locating fhe axial 
position of the source: apparently because of &e as- 
sumptions of disturbance sphericity and constant velocity 
for all regions of the disturbance. In fact, dogous wave 
velocities infeed from the bomb tests showed men 
lower valws (-230 Ws) than for the spontaneous 
waves (3170 ft/s). 
A crude indication of the magnitude d the difference 
between the overall average velocity obtained from the 
pop location analysis and the local velocity near the face 
can be obtained by comparing &e 500-W~ average 
bombdisturbance velocity with measured bombwave 
velocities (obtained during engine operation). In an 
ancillary investigation (Ref. B), the instant of bomb 
explusion t,, was m e a s d  expmimntally for a bomb 
lorzated at the center of the face, and the resulting wave 
was ddected at the chPmber wall at the same &amber 
station as the bomb centerline (the 2.70-in. statim for the 
KW2, K W ,  and Ku'9 transducersj. The average transit 
time of the wave for several measurements was 15'7.2 ps, 
which (for the 9.02-in. chamber radius) gi\ws a wave 
velocity of 4780 ft/s, a factor of 1.91 times the average 
value inferred from the location analysis. Application of 
this factor to the average value for the pop disturbance 
velocity of 3170 Ws yields a wave velocity of 4069 ft/s 
near the injector face; this is a more reasonable value, 
considering the measured pressure ratio of the advancing 
front, a. shown in Table 4. 
3. Summary of the nature of tRe pop dkturbance. 
Popping is the manifestation of aperiodic, large-amplitude 
pressure w w e s  propagating through the combustion 
chamber. 111 cmtrast with the normal rambustion noise, 
which is always present, the pop is distindy singular in 
that it is one \wve that has grown to significantly large 
strength. This growth, achicad in less time than the 
transit time of the wave across the clramlwr, apparently 
depeds upon detonation-like processes rather than 311 
c!wic amustic phenomena. The wave usllally precipi- 
tates sustaind, nonlinear, combustioh-chanlber resonance 
if the Y L A ~ ~ I W  is dynamically unstable. 
What causes a parti& wavelet to grow in this 
manner and become a pop is not fully understood. How- 
ever. present experimental evidence shows that the source 
disturbances originate in the near-wall region of the JPL 
Win.-diam en@n+a region associated with the bomdary 
flow injection scheme. 
2.4 
2.2 
E 
L I 
I 
0.45 < l  e 1-04 b 
1.89 < r 2.05 
o.w< 2 c 0.m 
ROUGH MOM 
0 
Z=O.tO 
0 
1-01 1 1 
0 0.03 0.06 0.0 
Fig. 15, %ody camkathn of rocrgh mode With injectw 
openatins conditions, 12)-in.-diam cylindrical engine 
with baffles 
B. Occurrence of Popping 
During early attcmpts to correlate the occurrence of 
popping with engine operating conditions, it was noted 
that the roughness could be eliminated by changing the 
boundary flow to off-design mixture ratios. Propellant 
injection temperature was disregarded, but the correla- 
tion shown in Fig. 15 (from Ref. 8) was observed for 
the limited number of firings completed at that time for 
which popping had been positively identified. A subse- 
quent series of firings (unbaffled cylindrical engine), 
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with a modified boundary feed and manifolding scheme 
to enhance the hydraulic stability of the boundary 
strcsams, exhibited sporadic accurrences of spontaneously 
induced resonance, which were attributed to pops. How- 
ever, the correlation shown in Fig. 15 did not appear to 
include all of the significant variables of the problem, 
and the sporadic occurrencv of resonance in some cases 
violated the ”smooth” and %ough” regions of that cor- 
relation. By the time these firings were completed, it was 
suspected that propellant temperature was also an im- 
portant factor; however, since adequate temperature- 
cxmtrol facilities were not available at that time, this 
suspicion could not be clearly verified. 
A diflierent series of experiments with the u n b d e d  
annular version of the enene yielded essentially the same 
spontaneous transitions to resonance as those for the 
unbaffled cvlindrical engine, ex-ept that nearly all of 
the firing were resonant. Stabilizing t5e annular engine 
with baffles of adequate length allowed positive identifi- 
cation of the prcseve of pops. Thus, it seemed clair that 
the former assumption of a caxapndence between the 
presence of pops and the inception of resonance was 
verified. It was also noted that these annular-engine 
firings had been conducted during consistendy high 
ambient air temperature conditions; therefore, propellant 
temperatures were also wnsistently high compared to 
those for the nonresonant cylindrical engine firings. As 
a consequence, a series of firings \vas conductei! to inves- 
tigate the temperature effect. 
As discussed in Section 11-B, propellaqt temperature- 
conditioning units were used to isolate the potential 
efEects of the temperature variable. When the results from 
these experiments were obtained. it became clear that 
propellant temperature was indeed a pr imw variable, 
and &orb were made to assimilate alI of the popping 
data from the cylindrical and annular engine firings into 
a single correlation. These data, along with the data from 
the temperature-controlled runs, are listed in Table 5, 
which divides the many firings into several groups identi- 
fied primarily on the basis of specific engine configuration 
and range of flow variations. A summay description of 
each group is included under “Remarks” in Table 5. 
The tabulated boundary inass fraction Z and the mix- 
ture ratios tj, and rr can be campared to the design values 
listed in Table 1. For convenience of identification, the 
groups designated with the suffix “A” contain runs with 
an offdesign, main-flow mixture ratio or some other mis- 
cellaneous variation (Group XV-A); all other groups are 
for essentially constant, near-design r,. Hence, the pri- 
mary hydraulic variable for the popping data was the 
boundary flow mixture ratio. Runs of Croups X. XI, and 
SI-A were conducted with boundary flow deleted. 
IVith the exception of Olie run in Croup SV-A, all of 
the data are for a chamber pressure of -100 psia (static 
pressure), with actual valuc. between 83 and 120 psia. 
The one esception constituted a cursory examination of 
the influence of an increased level of combustion pressure 
on popping. The pressure was elevated to 300 p i a  by 
decreasing the nozzle throat area while maintaining the 
nomina design flow rates. 
Most of the runs used nearly equal fuel and oxidizer 
tempera-ures (whether temperatureantrolled or not), 
although a substantial temperature diflerence was present 
for several runs. The rrpresentative combined propellant 
temperatures (boundary or main) for all firings were 
taken as a mass-weighted average (assuming equal 
specific heats) in accordance with the following relation- 
ship: 
where T is the propellant temperature in the respective 
manifold during 6ring; r is the respective mixture ratio 
(mor/&); and the oxidizer, fuel, main flow, and boundary 
flow are indicated by subscripts ox, j ,  m, and b, respec- 
tively. 
If the columns headed by expressions conkthing 
p , i , . / p d o r  are disregarded for the present, other columns 
in Table 5 list: 
The classification of each run as smooth, marginally 
smooth, rough, or spontaneously resonant. 
A characterization of the rough rms in terms of 
average popping rate (pops/s). 
A measure of the combustion noise for the smooth 
runs in terms of the rms value of the noise ( p c  rm8). 
The run classification was determined by visual exam- 
ination of high-response chamber pressure records similar 
to those shown in Fig. loa. The following classification 
definitions were adopted: 
Smooth: no pops during firing. 
Marginally smooth: one pop during king. 
Rough: more than one pop during firing. 
Resonant: spontaneous transition to resmance dur- 
ing firing. 
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For present puqosc.~, roughness associated with the 
star t  transient and trailsitions to resonance 0n.umiig 
during the start  were not considered in the popping data. 
1 
(b) yb W G L  61 TO 7WF 
20 
Ekause ideu-tion of individid pops is a niatter 
of judgment when many pops are present (see Fig. 10). 
the average popping rate is adniitttdly a coarse measuw 
of popping. However, any bona fide pop could be <lis- 
cvrned on all pressure records for a given run, and, 
because the rutl classi&.ations ar.d popping rates for 
these data were assigned by one kdividual, there is 
relative sign4cance within the data. 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
The rms value d chamber-pressure fluctuatios as a 
r ~ f d  measure of popping was discadcJ ' m u s e  the 
electronic averagmg dwice used a fixed time constant 
that is short relative to the popping A&. Hence, p .  rllls 
does not provide a single representative value that is 
eadv ccrmpar;lb!e from one popping run to the next, 
wv&m the popping rate nlay differ by an order of 
maguitude. It is a us&, 1 indicator of n o d  combustion 
noise level, however, where the nohe frequency is dis- 
tributed fairly unifomily across the measurable spechun; 
therefore, pC r,,s is included in Table 5 as a characteristic 
of the S l l l o d h  runs 
Conibustion efficiency 'Ir for nmst of the nonresonant 
rum is also listed in Table 5. This parameter is defined 
as l o O ( ~ ~ / c ~ ~ ) ,  where c+ is the characteristic velocity 
(computed from the uieasurcd flowates, and d e -  
entrance static chamber pressure converted to %mat 
stagnation conditions), and c:: is the theoretical eqi:iliE- 
rim charact -*tic velocity based on overall mixture ratio. 
Popping rate vs rb for se*.era~ ranges of T b  for those 
runs in Groups I-IX (i.e-, those runs maintaining an 
essentially constant r, near the design value-see Table 5) 
where nearly eqtial fuel and oxidizcr temperatures 
(AT 5 10°F) were present at the boimdary. is shown in 
Fig. 16. The occurrence of popping, as well as the max- 
imum ppping rate, tends to be centered around the 
design (mixing-uniformit).) miltwe rati<r of 1.27 wvhen- 
ever T b  is greater than about 60°F. 
For niisturt- ratios near 1.27 in tlw Tb range of dl to7O0 F, 
popping occurred somewhat sporadically from run to 
rii i i .  \\'hen it did occur, the rate was lower by an order 
of magnitude Ihan the rate for tliose firings with higher 
tci1ipc.ra:urc-s. Tcmpraturcs in the rznge of 71 to 90°F pro- 
duced the maximuin pop rates (of the order of 45 pops/s), 
whereas the hixhest F h  range I * 91 to 105°F shqwed 
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h. 16. Popping pate vs f b  b r  sewer01 ranges of f b  
a tendency to yield somewhat lower rates. The abrupt 
rise in popping E' to a niasiuium at about '75°F and 
the trcnd t o w d  ~ - . e s e d  rates for T b  > 80°F arc indi- 
cated in Fig. 17% which shows data for a narrow r, range 
(1.19 < rb < 1.36) around the design value of 1.g. It 
should be noted that the higher T b  &in@ are for the 
annular enginc only; therefore, there could be some 
question ;is to whether tlie indicated trend af decreased 
popping rate for T b  > 80°F is fortuitous. Ha\.wer, there 
is no indication of a different popping-rate behavior 
Eehvc-en the two engines froni other Gata in Table 5. 
so this trend is believed to be valid. 
- 
Figure 1% shows pc ,,,,s vs Th for the smooth firings 
of runs of these same group!?. There is a measurable 
difference here between the cylindrical and annular 
engines, with the latter yielding somewhat higher levels 
of combustion noise, as was mentioiied in Section 11-A. 
However, no significant variatior, in pI.  ,.,,,)l with Tb is 
observed for either engine. Also, no significant varint' ion 
in combustion efficiency was observed with incrcsasing 
Tb for thcse smooth runs, as depicted in Fig. 1s. U'hcn 
7,. is taken as a continuous function of T b  into the popping 
regime, a slight increase (-1%) is indicated from thc 
lowest to the highest temperatures encountered-at ic& 
for thc annular chaniber (analogous data arc not a\-ailablc 
far thc cylindrical engine). 
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-I----- 7 - 1  essentially constant popping rates have bet.n estimated 
fmni the popping-rate data. To show how all of the data 
from Group L I S  (restricted cnly by the AT 2 10°F 
limitation) fit the plot, data for each group are individ- 
uaily identified. The outermrlst contour line indicates, 
semiquantitatively, the threshold conditions for popping 
for this particular injection scheme (the composite main/ 
lipropeliant boundary systena j and propellant combina- 
tion at 100-psia combustion pressure. 
A CYLINDRKAL ENGINE POPRNG TENDENCY F O R  
i0 ANNIJLAR ENGINE OPEN SYMBciLS INDKATE SMOOTH RUNS; ‘fCOSED 
W W L S  INDICATE 
ROUGH RUNS 
DATA F‘3M GROUPS ! - IX I F O R  RUNS WHERE: i 
IW 
96; 
fb, O F  
Fig. 17. Papping rate and pe rms vs r b  
for f b  near 1.27 
A& OPEN SYMBOLS INDICATE 
A A SMOOTH RUNS; CLOSED SYMBOLS INDICATE 
ROUGH RLNS 
.i 
9; 
I 
A CYLINDRICAL ENGINE 
0 A N W W E N G I N E  
I 
I 
I 
DATA FROM GROUPS VI, VIII, AND IX 
FOR RUNS WHERE: 
(1) 1.22Grba 1.35 
(2) Tba, AND Tb WITHIN 105 
(3) 2 I S  THE NOMluAL DESIGN VALUE 
(4) 2.00<rm<2-21 
-4s noted earlier in this subsectiop, some firings were 
conducted with unequal boundary fuel and oxidizer tern- 
perataxes These data, combined with the data used for 
Fig. 17a (1.19 i rb < 1.36 for all data), are shown in 
Fig. 20, which shows popping occurrence vs T b ,  and Tbor. 
Lines representing constant values of T, for rb = 1.~7 
lie diagonally across the plot for reference. Inclusion 
of the popping rates for the rough runs provides a third 
dimension to this plot, as was done for Fig. 19. The 
unsymmetrical orientation of the contour lines connecting 
approximately qual popping rates, and the estimated 
outer contour, indicates that popping may be somewhat 
more sensitive to fuel temperature than to oxidizer 
temperature. 
The datc. presented thus far have dealt with operation 
of the two engines with the main flow at the nominal 
design condition, but with variations in bipropellmt 
boundary flow. Firings with simultaneous variations in 
r, and rb-categorizcd as Groups 111-A, VIII-A, and 
IX-A-are shown in Fig. 21. ‘The runs are classi6ed as 
smooth, rough, or resonant, as before. Except for the 
two runs identified by run numbers 1259 and 1262, 
each result is mnslstent with the popping-threshold 
curves of Figs. 19 and 20, based on r b  and T b  only. The 
two exceptions cacnot be explained on the basis of 
boundary flow alone; however, run 1259 exhibited sub- 
stantially lower-amplitude pop disturbances than normal, 
at a relatively low rate, and it is questionable even to 
identify them as pops. On the other hand, run 1262 
proilucd t!w normal pop amplitude (still at a relatively 
low rate) for which no explanation is apparent. 
Fig. IS. Combustion diciency vs Tt, 
for f h  near 1.27 
1 similar display for all firings of Groups I-IX (includ- 
ing the “A” groups) is shown in Fig. 22, with exceptions 
again noted by run numbers. Run data for the escep- 
tivns are listed in Table 6. Of 112 mns, only 5 failed to 
meet the popping limits prescribed ill Figs. 19 and 20. 
Thus, nearly 96% of the data studied fits the popping- 
threshold curves deduced from the boundary flow con- 
ditions alone. 
By the use of some imagination in combining the 
information from Figs. 16 and 17a, an “operating map” 
can be plotted for these engines, such as that shown in 
Fig. 19. This is a three-dimensional presentation of 
popping occurrence vs r,, and Fa, where contours of 
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Fig. 21. Bopping occurrence vs f b  and c... k r  runs with simuhneous cb and c, vmtiatbns, 
showing exceptions to dependency of popping on boundary flow conditions 
Data from several firings with other off-design flow 
configurations were also obtained to further dehe 
operating canditions producing pops. The results from 
these firings are summarized separately in the paragraphs 
that follow. 
I .  Single boundary element separately controlled. 
This experiment was canducted to ascertain whether pops 
could be produced by a single boundary element. One 
element was arbitrarily chosen to have its mixture ratio 
and propellant temperature controlled separately from 
the remaining 23 boundary elements. These elements and 
the main elements were controlled in the normal manner. 
One firing was made with nominal design r,,, and with 
the 23 boundary elements flowing at the nonppping r b  
of 0.44. The single element was supplied with 84°F 
propellants at a mixture ratio of 1.29-a condition well 
within the popping regime depicted in Fiy. 19. F~GW from 
the single element was initiated in the final %O ms of a 
2-s firing; two pops were produced within that poiod. 
No pops were produced durirrg the earlier portion of 
the run. 
2. Bounduy flow only (main flow deleted). Pops were 
not observed during that period of the normal start 
sequence wherein boundary flows were established for 
150 to 200 ins before commencement of tht main flow 
(Section 11-B). To verify this absence of pops when no 
main flow was present, a 2-s firing was conducted with 
boundary flow only. The rb and Tb were well within the 
popping reginw; no pops were detected during the entire 
firing. 
3. Main potC only (boundary deleted). Several firings 
were conducted, with the boundary flow deleted, over a 
range of r,,, and T ,  conditions. These data are plotted in 
Fig. 23, which shows that no popping was ever p r o d u d  
for this operating cmfigwation. 
4. F d y  popellant substitutions. Several firings 
were conducted with single-propellant boundary flow 
(eithcr 3/50 fuel or X20, oxidizer). and with biprolwllant 
flow using N,O,-furfuryl alcohol (instead of 501’50 for the 
iuel). The normal main-flow propellants were retained. 
For the single-propellant tests /Croups SI1, XIII, and 
XIV), the two boundary manifolds were coup!ed together 
at their entrances and fed froin a single sourw-eithcr the 
fuel or oxidizer boundary feed system. Flow rates to the 
individual manifolds were not measured, but individual 
injector pressure drop data indicated that tht . measured 
total flow was exentially equally divided between thc 
two manifolds. This produced a likes-on-like impingement 
configuration, with nearly equal stream momenta. 
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Fiq. 22. Popping occurrence vs rb and r,,, for all runs, showing total exceptions 
to dependency of popping on boundary flow conditions 
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table 6. Data for exceptions noted in Fig. 22 
Run 
1034 
1042 
1232 
1259 
1262 
- - 
?b rm ReCnWkS 
VI 51 4 6 5  Marginally smooth 
IV 68 64 Spontaneously resonant 
IX 68.5 54.5 low popping rote 
IX-A 72.5 98 Low popping rate and amplitude 
IX-A 68.5 72 Lowpoppingrate 
'm 
Fig. 23. Popping occurrence vs r, and Ta, showing 
absence of popping with no boundary flow 
With the single-propellant oxidizer, no popping was 
observed during the three firings, as is indicated for the 
Group XIV runs (see Table S), even though temperatures 
in the range of 70 to 77°F were used. Also, no popping was 
observed in three single-propellant fuel (50/50) runs with 
temperatures from $0 to 6 3 O F  (Group XII). However, 
when the fuel temperature was increased to 86"F, pops 
were p r o d u d  at a rate of about 9.5 pops/s (run 1254, 
Croup XIII). The boundary-mass fraction for this latter 
run appears to indicate a substantially higher boundary 
flow rate than it does for the cylindrical-engine runs of 
Group XI1 with which it is beirrg compared; in fact, the 
flow rate is nearly the same value as that for run 1075. The 
large difference in 2 is the result of the lower main flow 
rate of the annular engine (see Table I-). 
In view of the concept of the stability of the impinge- 
ment process that is discussed below, a final experiment 
with single-propellant boundary fuel was conducted with 
a restrictor inserted at the inlet to the outer boundary 
manifold to unbalance the momentum of the streams. 
Pressure-drop data indicated that the desired imbalance 
of -2.75:l (inner to outer stream) was achieved. This 
firiug did not produce pops with a T;, of 108°F. 
Substitutiou of the furfuryl alcohol was accomplished 
by supplying the alcohol to the inner boundary manifold, 
which is normally the fuel manifold. Two firings were 
conducted (runs 1251 and 1232 of Group XV-A) nearly 
at the uniformity mixture ratio (nominally 1.13) for these 
propellants and the equal-diameter boundary elements. 
During run 1251, low-amplitude pops were present (-6.1 
pops/s) throughout the first 1.7-s period of the 2-s run. 
At the end of this period, resonance was initiated spon- 
taneou+ weir though the annular engine was bded 
and h d  peviously demonstrated stability during many 
h g s  with bombs and substantial popping amplitudes. 
In the subsequent run, rt . ~ i u c e  was again spontaneously 
initiated after approximately 450 nis of the low-level 
popping. The loss of stability was a surprising result of 
the propellant substitution, and no attempt to explain 
it will be made here. The influence of the alcohol in 
reducing the severity of popping per se will be discussed 
below. 
5. Elevated chamber pressure. A single firing (run 
1235, Group XV-A) at 3Wpsia chamber pressure was 
made, as mentioned above. The injected flows were 
maintained near the design values with a Tb of 89.5"F 
(a popping condition for tbe 100-pia firings), but 113 pops 
were produced. 
% 
6. Summary of mhcellaneou8 @dedgn f ihg  results. 
(1) A single boundary element (with main flow and 
with the remaining boundary elements at off- 
popping conditions). 
(2) Nigh-temperature, single-propellant boundary fuel 
(with main flow) if the like-on-like element was 
operated with nearly equal stream velocity. 
(3) Furfuryl alcohol fuel (with N,O, oxidizer) in the 
boundary (reduced pop amplitudes and rates). 
Pops were produced with: 
Pops were not produced with: 
(1) Main flow only. 
(2) Boundary flow only. 
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Single-propellant boundary oxidizer under any con- 
dition tested (with main flow). 
High-tempcraturc., single-propellant boundary fuel 
(with main flow), if the like-on-like element was 
operated with nonidentical s treani velocities. 
300-psi chamber pressure. 
IV. Discussion 
In view of the results presented in the foregoing 
sections, it is evident that popping is the consequence of 
combustion-supported traveling waves originating from 
source disturbances, which (in the case of the engines 
studied herein) are associated with the boundary-injection 
system. Both a source disturbance and an appropriately 
reactive surrounding environment apparently are nec- 
essary to produce a pop. 
Kovitz (see Ref. 6) has concluded that the reactive 
environment in the rocket chamber is indeed an appro- 
priate one, especially in the region within a few inches 
ot the injector in which high-temperature, nearly com- 
plete reactions abound. Althoug!i it is not clear how great 
a role the heterogeneous nature of this region plays in 
supporting disturbances in actual rocket combustors, 
other investigators (see Ref. 7) have concluded (from 
detonation-tube esperiments) that combustion-supported, 
high-amplitude, high-velocity waves can be formed with 
relative ease in a combustible medium with either fuel 
sprays or fuel-wetted walls. In general, therefore, it is 
believed that high-perfmnance, liquid rocket combustion 
systems always produce an appropriate environment to 
yield pops (given the initial source disturbances). Con- 
sequently, it is imperative to interpret the present results 
in term Gf a relationship bt+veen engine-opcrating 
conditions (i.e., mixture ratio and propellant temperature) 
and an explicit popping source so that at least this source 
may be further understood and ultimately controlled. 
A. Stagnation Dynamics of Impingement 
It is beyond the scope of this report to present a formal 
analysis of the resultant flow field from a pair of impinging 
free jets. Inscead, reference is made tc an analysis3 
(Ref. 21) that discusses the important fact that the result- 
ant flow can assume three topologically distinct configura- 
‘ions, depending upon the relative dynamic pressures of 
the two incoming streams. 
3Suggested by Dk. D. F. Dipprey. 
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The three configurations depicted in Fig. 24 (adapted 
from Ref. 21) are for two-dimensional, inviscid, incom- 
pressible streams (sheets). If the ratio of stream dynamic 
pressures is arbitrarily defined as p,&,lor = p,V;T’/porV%. 
where p and V are prop-llant density and stream velocity, 
respectively, then the configurations are identified in 
Fig. 24 as follows: (1) Fig. 24a for pd,/pn,, < 1, (2) Fig. 
24b for pc,/ph,,  = 1, and (3) Fig. 24c for p,,p’pd, > 1. 
The flow fielJ for viscous, cylindrical streams of fluid 
possibly is not so straightforward, but physics requires 
that it exhibit the same gross feature: that only for equal 
dynamic pressures will both streams stagnate, and 
unequal dynamic pressures will produce only one stag- 
nated stream. 
Pdf 
pdox 
- 
STAGNA.? ION 
(e) Pdf - > 1  
pdox 
STAGNATION 
Fig. 24. Schematic representation of the impingement 
region for two-dimensionul free liquid jets 
35 
One important characteristic of the flow field for each 
particular configuration is the production of “backflc\v” 
by a bifurcation of the stagnated stream(s). Conceptually, 
where h, and ino,. are the input mass flow rates of an 
element of the boundary system. 
for n given doublet injector element, as the dynamic 
pressure ratio is varied from < 1 through unity to > 1, the 
resulting backflow will vary as depicted in Fig. 24. How- 
ever, even if the pressure-ratio variation is continuous, the 
compositioii of the backflow will vary discontinuously as 
the pressure ratio passeb through unity. Thus, operation 
of a doublet clement near unity dynamic pressure ratio 
is evidently hydraulically unstable because, even for the 
best of flow systems, relative minor variations in flow 
(e.g., turbulent flow) or fluid density can occur that may 
temporarily shift the stagnation-streamline pressure ratio 
from one side of unity to thc other. 
The production of backflow causes the effluent misture 
ratio (downstream from the impingement point) to be 
different from the overall mixture mtio of the incorning 
streams. Although the backflow is eventually comunied 
(in the case of reactive fluids), it cannot be considered 
as taking part in the primary mixing processes. For 
two-dimensional inviscid streams, it can be shown from 
mass and momentun: balances (see Ref. 21) that the 
“split ratio” X of the bifurcated stream (for the case 
pdf/pdor # 1) is: 
(1 + i’)(l + cosaj 
2 + r(1 + cos a) X =  
where X is the ratio of the effluent-to-input mass flow 
rkte of the bifurcated stream, I’ is the ratio of the 
oxidizer-to-fuel momFntum fluxes, and a is the included 
impingement angle between the two incoming streams. 
From these relationships, it can be shown that the 
mixture ratio of the eguent flow r, can be related to the 
overall input mixture ratio rl by r2 = Xr,  for pd,/pd,, >1, 
and rz = r, /X for p, , , /pd, ,  <l. 
If it is assumed that the cylindrical-stream impinge- 
ment of the boundary elements follows this two- 
dimensional backflow relationship, Fig. 25 shows how, 
for this element, the output mixture ratio rt,2 might vary 
with input mixture ratio rbl (equal to rb), for a nominal 
propellant-density ratio pJp, of 1.613 at a temperature 
of 40°F. Dynamic pressure ratio vs rb also shown 
because dynamic pressure ratio can be expressed as: 
It should he noted that the dcsign misture ratio of 1.2’7 
carresponds to p,t , /p, l , ,  = 1 for Lhe propellant tempcmturc- 
used in this illustration. Hout.ver, because the densit!, 
ratio varies only slightly with temperature, operation at 
rl, = 1.27 will always produce a pressurc ratio near unity 
for this element and N,0,-50/50 propellants. 
In the case of the injector RC-1 boundary system, 94 
elements are fed from common manifolds, and the mea- 
sured rb for any particular firing is the mean value for 
the multiple elements. Not all elements (perhaps none) 
will operate at the measured value, depending upon the 
flow distributiou from the manifolds. Thus, a more or less 
random distribution of misture ratio (hence pressure 
ratio) around the mean value would be espcctccl for 
the individual elements. In poorly controlled nianifold 
schemes, the mean value might not even be represen- 
tative of the element flow. In any case, the net effect of 
multiple elements is to smear the effects of single-element 
impingement processes over a broader range of mean 
operating values. 
Fie. 25. Computed output mixture ratio and dynamic 
pressure ratio vs input mixture ratio for boundary ele- 
ment, based on two-dimensional inviscid analysis 
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6. Hypergolic Reactivity in Stagnation Region anisms. Therefore, if all of these mechanisms are present, 
the effect of pressure depends upon the mechanism that 
is controlling. Recent studies of hypergolic stream impingement (see Refs. 11-13) have shown that heat release and gas 
evolution from rapid reactions in the impingement region 
can, in certain cases, modify the mising and atomization 
processc's observed for nonreactive fluids. These so-called 
stream-separation c h f f  ects are not yet fully understood; 
however, three interrelated parameters have been identi- 
fied that appear to be important: (1) propellant tempera- 
ture, (2) impingement contact time, and (3) total pressure 
at the impingement interface.' This interrelationship 
appears to involve the level of reactivity of the particular 
propellants being considered. 
The current concept of the stream-separation phenom- 
enon is that there is a finite time of intimate contact of 
the reactants at the inipinger,lent interi'rce. If the reac- 
tivity of the fluids is vigorous enough, sufficient g u  
products (or reactant vapors) will be evolved during the 
contact time to effectively separate the streams and 
prevent gross liquid mising. However, if the reactions 
are sufficiently slow relative to the contact time, the 
mixing and atomization of the streams follow essentially 
the same course of events for nonreactive impingement. 
Because reactant temperature has a large effect on 
reaction rate, it is not surprising that separation can be 
a function of both temperature and contact time for a 
given propellant combination. 
A complication to this concept is the influence of total 
interface pressure. Theoretical models of stream separa- 
tion have postulated three mechanisms (see Ref. 13): 
(1) Local boiling of propellants caused by heat released 
(2) Cas evolution caused by gaseous products of liquid- 
(3) Formation of a gas film between jets caused by 
by liquid-phase reaction. 
phase reactions. 
gas-phasc reaction. 
Even the dependency of separation on propellant tem- 
perature is not universal for the three models because, 
for mechanism (3), such a small tcniperature dependence 
is predicted that it is too small esen to show on Fig. 26. 
Insufficient experimental data have been obtained to 
evaluate these models adequately or to establish the 
possible application of each, but temperature, pressure, 
and contact time appear to be the dominant parameters 
for a given propellant combination. 
Perhaps the greatest deficirmcy in modeling the separa- 
tion phenomena so far is the definition of contact time. 
A rigorous analytical definition of this parameter is 
almost impossible because of the complex nature of the 
three-dimensional hydrodynamic flow field encountered 
in practical injector-element geometries; therefore, for 
analytical simplification, contact time was originally 
defined (see Ref. 13) for a pair of axially symmetric, 180- 
deg opposed, inviscid streams of equal velocity for 
which the impingement could be considered *.s if it 
occurrcd normal to a flat plate. In this case, the char- 
acteristic nueruge residence time of a particle along the 
impinsement interface WT.S shown to be approximately 
equal to d/V; where d and V are jet diameter and 
velocity, respectively. This definition has been used 
subsequently in all published work on stream separation. 
Typical analytical results obtained from these models are 
illustrated in Fig. 26. The pressure is predicted to have 
a primary influence on the occurrence of separation for 
all three mechanisms; howwc~r, its cff ect in mechanism 
(1) is opposite to its effect in mechanisms (2) and (3). 
That is, for a given contact tiiiw, increasing pressure 
suppresses separation for evaporative mechanism (l), 
whereas it cmhiinces separation for the other two mech- 
illterfacc pressure = chamber pressure + dynamic pressure 
- - - 
dynamic Pressures appears to present an essentially dis- 
continuous effect on the impingement processcs. of  btagtiated jet. 
The foregoing models of stream separation evoke the 
condition of equal stream dynamic pressures. It is be- 
lieved that the fact that only an average residence time 
was considered overlooks the possibility that a small 
kernel of both reactants in the immediate vicinity of the 
impingement point may indeed be stagnant, and hence 
hirve an infinite residence timc. For practical elements 
(with turbulence and other nonsteadiness), this time is 
undoubtedly not infinite, but merely much greater than 
the averace residence time indicated by d/V. In fact, 
d/V may be more nearly the correct contact time for 
streams with unequal dynamic pressures, in which (as 
discussed in Section IV-A) only the stream of lower 
dynamic pressure is stagnated. In this case, contact time 
might be defined as proportional to the diameter of 
the stagnated jet divided by the velocity of the unstag- 
iiatc>d jet. Tho point is that again the condition of equal 
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Fig. 26. Typical results of stream-separation models (after Houseman, Ref. 13) 
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This is illustrated in Fig. 27, which shows contact time 
vs (1 + p , ~ , / p , / " ~ ) - '  for the houndary elements of the RC-1 
injector. Contact time in this case is defined as the 
diameter of the boundary orifice (0.073 in.) divided by 
the velocity of ;he unstagnated stream (N,O,50/50 
propellants were assumed). An average conti :t time of 
approsimately 80 ps is indicated for unity p,/f/p,/c,f, but 
that contact time for this condition is actually undefined 
for the reasons previously given. Conceptually, the con- 
tact time in the vicinity of unity dynamic pressure ratio 
follows the trend shown by the dashed curve, where its 
faired-in nature reflects the fact that the unstagnated 
stream decelerates as it approaches the stagnation condi- 
tion; hence, contact time probably increases with the 
trend shown. 
C. Correlation of Popping Occurrence With Dynamic 
Pressure Ratio 
To apply the foregoing c-cepts of chemically reactive 
impingement dynamics to :!, question of pop sources, 
it is suggested that a smah kernel of reactant(s) may be 
'b 
0.5 1.27 2.84 
I -*I 
N ~ O ~  - s/so (UDMN/N~H~ 
T b f = T h  =WF 
r l  I dr=dox -0.073in. 
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TIME (NO SCALE) 
I \  
I !  /-
Fig. 27. Contact time vs dynamic pressure ratio 
parameter (1 + pc:,/pdcr)-l 
essentially stagnant at the impingement point, but tl:? 
composition of this kernel may be cithcr all one reactant 
or both, depending on the relative stream dyilaniic 
prcssures. Thus, for p, / , /p , / , ,$  << 1 (see Fig. 27), the fuel 
stream 1s stagnated, with the oxidizer sweeping past the 
stagnated kernel of fuel, and vice uersa. In such a case, 
the contact time may be rclatisely short compared to 
the case where both streams are nearly stagnated (or 
alternately stagnated), when the stagnant kernel may be 
composed of both reactants with a long time to react. 
It is envisioned that this latter situation could produce 
a small "explosion" that could be the source disturbance 
for a pop, whereas the former cases may produce some 
degree of stream separation only, the actual production 
of either the pop-source disturbance or stream separation 
still being a function of chemical reactivity, contact time, 
and total pressure at the interface. 
The probability that the entire impingement confivura- 
tion is temporarily disrupted by the source disturbance 
(see Refs. 4 and S), requiring some time to return to its 
initid1 configuration before repeating the explosive event, 
could lead to the randomness of popping in a rough run. 
The presence of multiple element5 in the injector would 
tend to accentuate the randomnes:. aiid (as previously 
discussed) broaden the mean operating range over which 
pops are produced. 
The engine data illustrated in Fig. 19 are presented 
in terms of dynamic pressure ratio in Fig. 28. In this 
figure, the data are not identified as to group (see 
Table 5). The poppipg-rate contour lines show how 
popping occurrence is maximized around p d j / p d o r  = 1 at 
75°F < Tt, < 80°F, although popping occurred over a 
fairly troad range of pressure ratio, as might be expected 
for the multiple elements. 
The fact that the occurrence of popping was a function 
of pressure ratio and propellant temperature is believed 
to be consistent with the arguments discussed above 
regarding tliz stability of the impingement process, the 
increase in contact time at unity pressure ratio,5 and 
increased reactivity with increasing temperature. How- 
ever, the tendency for popping mte to decrease for pro- 
peLnt temperatures above 80" F is difficult tu rationalize 
at this time. But it is possible that the generation of the 
explosion-like pop source is associLted with some range of 
$Interestingly, almost al: rerorted results on single-element stream 
separation and popping iwestigations are ff i equal dynamic pres- 
sure streams. 
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interr:icdiatr. inipingt~nwi-rt c nr -: '- betwtum the iucvp- 
tion uf strc mi sqxwiition x . 0 '  ' :ev~loumtat. Othcr 
inwstigatcrs E:*\-r aCo obsc.. I .-- tendency,*; which 
they have athibcted to a iecpiranent for some degree 
of liquid-phase mising to iiavc occurred before the dis- 
turhncu c;?n be created. In the absence af nlore dchitivca 
idonnation, this is helieved to I ) c h  a pbsible esplanation 
for thv prestnt resalts. For nmr-unit\- d\nan-tic pnssurc 
ratio, teiiipratwes below -60°F did not allcw aFpre- 
cisble gas or vapor evolution -\$thin the imn' .n g ,-n;ent 
region. whcwas temperatures in the range of i 5  to 80°F 
apparently provided an optinurn coxnbinatioq of mixing 
arid %as evolution (albeit sporadically). Finally, at teni- 
pmatures above 8QT. still greater gas (or vapor) evolu- 
tion d u d  liquid-pIww mising and, tberefow redwvd 
the random s,.neration of popsourn disturhnccs. 
The c4Fcu.t of :he level of reactivity on tire production 
of pop sources \vas curscirily esilniined in tiw tqxrinicmts 
'I ne N,O,-furfuq4 alcohol coinbination is thought to 
haw a rLaction rate lo\ver by an order of magnitudt- 
than the 5,0,50/50 cmil;ination; hence, ilctardillfi to 
the rt.active-impingcmIcnt-dynaii~ics concept of pop 
sources. a hstant ia l  change in popping t hariacteristics 
should be observed with furfuyl alcohol. Qualitatively, 
a change was observed: greatly r e d u d  pop rrmp1itudr.s 
and rates were exhibited for the two firings that were 
conducted. 
t ' US& furfurt.1 dc*hol iut.1 in thc b o u ~ i d i ~ ~  systtb!li. 
When chemical reactivity in the impingenrent region 
was eliniinated by the use of like-on-like boundary injec- 
tion. pops were prodiiced only whm fuel \viis uscd at an 
elevated temperature. It is not believed that this refutes 
Tile fact that popping was ehinated in the one firi.,g 
where &alnber prr-ssure was increased €ram 100 to 300 
pia  indicates ttat the ractive-impingement pop-sourcre 
mechanism is suppressed by increased conkstion pres- 
sure. n i s  is reminiscent of &e effect of immiwx? pressure 
in suppressing the boiling nwchanisn! d vapor evolution 
( W o n  XV-B). Ho ;ever, i u c r d  pressure L abo pre- 
3icted to eiihancc the gas p h c t  and gas film corn- 
bustion mechanisms of stream stparatioti; therefvre, the 
ohervcd suppression effect of higher pressure remains 
uncsplaiilcd at +his time. NTeve.theless, the e f k d  d 
supprtrsion by incrcased combustion pressure should not 
be ignored; it is similar to the observations of Ziousrman 
(see Ret. 13) fot S,O,- N,H, propellam in a s i n 4  single- 
elerncnt (same c 4 c m c m t  size as the prrwnt boundary 
elerncnt) reseaieh combastor. He reported a marked 
decrease in r.otghrless (albeit not 8. ~ 1 y  pps) for cham- 
ber pressures above 150 p i a .  
---- 
*'rii ntc ominunication wit!l B. P. Br2.m and b. h. Law\ 9 . 
previous argunients concerning the reactivity of hyper- 
cutes the critical infiu-.m.e of dynamic pressure. ratio 
on the stability of the impingement proccss. Even if 
there is no cheniical reactivity, the hydrodyilaniic prop- 
erties of impingement shown in Fig. 24 still apply, and 
the efflus from the inipingenient for unity djmaniic pres- 
sun: ratio is still inherefitly uilstcady. To couplcb this 
unsteadiness (as a pop s o m ~ )  with the Combustion 
ewirorrnent (recalling that a pop is the result of a 
combusth-supported wave induced by a source distvr- 
bance), it is :iecessar?. to note that the main injection 
system for thcse engines is hown to produce an osidizer- 
rich environmeiit around the octer periphery of the main 
element-pattern (we Ref. 8), presumably because of 
stream separation from these large-sc: - ?ements. When 
oxidizer like-on-like boundary injection was used, the 
unsteadiness in the boundq- sprays did not produce 
pops Secause the oxidizer boundary was asatially not 
rcxctive with the already osidizer-rich sturoundhg 
environnrent. However, when high-temperature fuel was 
ur;cd in the boundary. substantd rcxtivity w:u possiblc. 
Fuel-souny perturbations were then effective in gen- 
crating presstire waves that were further amplified as 
they progressed across the chamber, This is evidently 
ne: as dfrctive a source generator as bipropellant im- 
pingement at unity pressure ratio Imause a low-r rate 
e€ po?ping was produced (9.S pops/s vs -45 pops/s). 
Even this sourcc' w s  eliminated by operating the like- 
on-likc fuel strC,inis at ucequal dynamic pnsurcs. Per- 
haps one rcbason for this reductd popping tendency is the 
probabi',ry that thc effective pop source occurs farther 
downstream in the combtutor, and hence the source 
disturbances are less apt to couplcr with the early reaction 
zone of the chamber. 
TI'e cor,tcnt'on ~ o u g h o w  discussion drat the go&c impingement; rather, it klie,.& that this in&- 
murw a€ an individual pop i i  produced by a single 
elcment 2 horae out by the pop-&ion data presented 
ip %on li1-A7 2nd is (UILfiTmCd by the separately can- 
mild. single-eiemmt exprimeut dcu.riW in Sectiw. 
IIi-B. Tk: popping-rate dab obtained for die composite 
injcx3or are the result of many e!emw,;s p w i  icing pop 
sources. The fact that a maximum =*in; ixte was 
.a/p,lu - 1   
is, in one m e ,  an indication od the tehtr.eiy gomi flow 
distribution of the RC-1 boundary n;anifdd; that is, a 
large iiurnber of the elements were indeed Eowiitg 
t:ru mcxu m3itioi.. 
observed at the w a n  operating conditio 
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For equal-diameter doublet streams, the mixing- 
uniformity-criterion ratio (sce Ref. 15) and the momentum 
mtio for the streams are numerically equal to the 
dynamic pressure ratio. Hence, the pressure-iatio corre- 
lation reported herein could be interpreted as a 
correlation with any of the three ratios. In a cursory 
attempt to resolve this ambiguity, an esamination was 
made of the data from firings that had used only the 
main elements. No popping was exhibited for any of the 
firing, even though the data (shown as Fm vs rI in 
Fig. 23) covered a dynamic pressure ratio range of 0.68 to 
1 3 ,  with temperatures from 50 to 100°F. This range of 
pressure ratios includes the flow condition for unity- 
mixing-criterion ratio (p-i,/pdnr = 1.4 €or the unequal- 
diameter main-element streimrs), but only approaches the 
condition for equal-stream momenta (p,,/pdu = 1.97); 
therefom. the ambiguity was not dearly resoived by the 
existingdata. 
However, the main-flow++ results are an indication 
that these main elements may never p ~ . c e  pps under 
any reasonable flow and temperature conditions (with 
N20,50/50 propellants) because of the large scale of the 
elements, which yield calculated contact times of approxi- 
mately 130 e. As already mentioned, the main elements 
exhibit considerable strean; separation: perhaps this is 
sufficimtly well developed to preclude adequate liquid- 
phase mixing m the impingement region for popsotme 
production. This high degree of stream separation may 
also overwhelm the inherent hydrodynamic unsteadiaess 
for unity pressure ratio. Although it is not rigorously 
proven, a further criterion for suppressing popping ten- 
dencies may be the use of relativeiy large-scale elements. 
Tbe high performance of the cylindrical engine (see Ref. 
8) has shown that stream separation can be compensated 
for by the judicial use of secondary mixing. 
w. canchisiorrs 
A nontrivial source of popping in a liquid m k e t  en- 
gine is unsteady impingement processes related to stag- 
nation dynamics. and tc, rapid hypergolic reactions in 
the stagnated impingement region. In rhis sense, the 
production of pop sources is a regime of reactive 
stream-separ !tion phenomena; however, the hydraulic 
unsteadiness associated with impingemeJt of eqd- 
dynamic pressure nonreactive s t r e a m  can also act as a 
pop source. Therefore, the condition of qual dynamic 
pressure maximizes the tendency to produce combustion 
disturbances, regadless of stram mctivity. 
The sources themselves are not tlie high-amplitude 
chamber pressure disturbances detected as pops because 
the latter are the result of anpMcation of the source 
waves through detonation-like processes. Once produced, 
a pop is extremely dective in precipitatilg combustion 
resonance, and highly effective attenuating devices (such 
as Ma)  are required to stabilize the engine. Thus, to 
provide the highest margin of stability, the p p  sources 
must be eliminated. 
it is comluded, thedore, that control over the prs- 
duction of impingement-related sources lies within the 
control of the injection scheme itself, and that the h t  
step in such control is to require that no impinging 
element be allowed to operate at the condition of qual 
stream dynamic pressures. 
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T 
T 
t 
V 
2 
9 
P 
propellant temperature 
mass-weighted average propellant temperature 
time 
jet axia velocity 
mass fraction ratio of boundary flow rate to 
tota flow rate 
combvstion efficiency 100 (c"/cf,) 
p p b t  liquid density 
SUbscripts 
b 
f 
m 
ox 
t 
1 
e 
boundary injection system 
fuel 
main injdon system 
Orddizer 
total flow rate 
input value of mixture ratio 
aumt mixture mtio of mixed fiow 
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